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About This Game
Journey of life is a survival sandbox game where the player finds himself on a group of islands where each island has a different
biome with different flora and fauna.
In order to build a village, the player needs to create a variety of stations that will process materials found on the islands into
components used in crafting tools and weapons needed for survival.
The player needs to build a dock on the coast to be able to construct a ship used in sailing between islands. Before the ability to
departure, the player needs to fill the ship with resources such as food and water to survive the stormy seas!
FEATURES IN CURRENT GAME
- Basic Movement System
- Inventory System
- Foraging
- Character Basic Crafting System and Advanced station crafting
- Basic Combat System [Melee Weapons, Bow]
- Animal Hunting System
- Basic Power System [Primitive][Windmill and Watermill]
- Farming
- Building in 4 tiers
- Basic Transport Vehicles
- PvP
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- Singleplayer and Multiplayer - Listen and Dedicated servers
- Weather system
- Basic Modular weapons and tools
- Aquatic, Terrestrial and Air Animals
- Basic Food Cooking
- Basic Character Management
- Fruit Regrow System
PLANNED FEATURES
- Expanding building part and stations system
- Seamless Biome Traveling [Tropical, Desert, Snow]
- Tribe system, society progress
- Experience and skill system
- Advanced Modular weapons and tools
- Advanced Power System
- Advanced Ore mining
- Advanced Transport Vehicles
- Advanced AI Systems for Human AI [Singleplayer]
- Advanced AI Systems for Animal AI
- Advanced Cooking system
- Advanced House System
- Advanced Character Management
- Advanced Combat System
- Language Translations
- Character Customization
Check out our Roadmap
https://trello.com/b/Iu8L9eX5/journey-of-life-steam-offical-branch
Find more info on our Wiki
https://journeyoflife.gamepedia.com/Journey_Of_Life_Wiki

Join our Facebook Community
https://www.facebook.com/JourneyOfLifeGame/

Join our Discord Community.
https://discord.gg/ZAzJVzU

Join our Subreddit.
https://www.reddit.com/r/JourneyOfLifeTheGame/

Made in Croatia
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Title: Journey Of Life
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Hyperion Studio Limited
Publisher:
Hyperion Studio Limited
Release Date: 15 Apr, 2018
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7
Processor: Intel Core i5 2500k / AMD FX 4100
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: GTX 960 / AMD R9 Fury
DirectX: Version 10
Storage: 4 GB available space

English,German,Simplified Chinese
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Really Fun!
Easy Puzzle!. I sunk HOURS into this game when I was younger. Does it hold up to my memories? Hell yes. Even now, when
I'm spoiled by games like CoH2, This games is still a good RTS. Graphics are good, (Except for the cutscenes...but those are so
hilariously animated that it's hard to hate them.) Controls aren't awkward, and there isn't a butt ton to memorize. There are pop
culture refences all over the game (Like, one time as the soviets, I captured the enemy base, and a soldier said: "Run Nazis! All
your base are belong to us!). There are cheats for the game that give your units invincibilty, insta-kill, infinite resources, and so
on. (I use invincibility, I know it's cheap, but it's so much fun to send my Ranger officer headlong at a bunch of tanks, and
capture one with no problem). The only problem I have is that there's no "Select All Units" button, or a UI element that shows
all your troops. Which, when dealing with larger armies, can be a bit of a problem. I highly reccommend this game. Especially
considering it's price. Definitely more casual than CoH2, but just as difficult.
I will say, the multiplayer maps I have tried with a friend and bots, the ai can problematic as most of the time, they take all their
troops and tanks right at the start and just bum rush you while and your friend are taking time to build up your army. But I
haven't played it much after that, so...meh.. Great game,
to idle for cards.. There is absolutely no reason to play this game on PC if you have played the original Anomaly. Mobile games
usually not suited for mouse+keyboard and this one is no exception.. Horrible est\u00e1 en un estado que no es Early siquiera,
dentro de unos meses\/a\u00f1os lo mismo merece la pena, pero ahora est\u00e1 demasiado verde.. Not normally the type of
game I would play, but I love ferrets and thought it was cute.
I will update this review as I progress.
1 hour - 3\/5 stars: I am enjoying it's simplicity, and relaxing effect of zipping around on the high seas while conducting
business. There is VERY little UI and everything is pretty cut and dry. Currently sailing from island to island doing random
tasks. Haven't encountered much of any action, just casual sailing. Add multiplayer eventually please, even if it's buggy and
terrible, it will open up a world of silliness.. Nice game! Very nice. The english with the russian accent voice acting is so terrible
it is funny. It is very short, my current record on finishing it is 8 minutes. But i really like it and i think it is very fun. Will
definetly replay it many times.. The perfect mix of R-Type, Zynaps and Nemesis.
If you are a fan of horizontal scrolling shooters, it\u2019s highly recommended.
If you are a fan of R-Type and\/or Zynaps in the ZX Spectrum, it\u2019s OBLIGATORY.
It\u2019s hard to add anything new to the plethora of positive reviews, except this: believe them. It may help, but you
don\u2019t have to be moved by nostalgia or be a fan of the 8-bit aestethics to appreciate the game. It\u2019s a fantastic sidescrolling shooter in its own right, with a great mix of old and current game mechanics that will keep anyone engaged.
Now go buy it Pilot! For the Glory of Zed!. Razzart strikes again!
That was adorable, as is apparently the standard. There's not a whole lot of criticism this old romantic can give for CC, but in
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the interest of self-development and learning I'll say this:
- Could've used more moral choices/more interactivity.
- I was honestly hoping I might actually have to draw something in order to succeed lol. Not sure how well or if that could be
implemented in ren'py but there you have it.
- It wasn't the longest experience in the world and could have been more fleshed out.
- Could've used more variety in the sprites/ art for specific instances.
That said, that was an awesome little bit of fluff and fan service with some good life lessons tossed in there as well :)
Recommended.
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Really good game, i got it on sales ples sub to my channel: Juke MC. Dont Buy Just boring. so... episode 1 is abysmilly short i
really can't suggest playing it right now but you should buy it and wait awhile so you get a more worth while expeirence.
seriously i was watching a youtube video while playing this and the video is still going on while i write this.. I can say with
complete confidence you have never and will never see another game like Super Seducer 2 for PC. Whether you are a hopeless
guy who doesn’t know how to speak to women or simply someone looking for a hilarious new game to play with a group of
friends, Super Seducer 2 is the perfect game to cause laughs, confusion, and perhaps even provide a little bit of advice for some
clueless men out there. Developed by RLR Training Inc., this comedic choose-your-own adventure game has me worried for
women yet satisfied by its comedic value. Despite the clear satire of this game, it contains some very impactful advice for
desperate, inexperienced men. So, if you can’t get women or are prone to socially awkward situations, you can buy this game
and use the excuse, “I was only playing it for the funny cut-scenes.”
Super Seducer 2 Review on Steam
Before I diagnose the vulgarity of Super Seducer 2, I want to admire the minimalistic controls which enhance the gaming
experience. By simplifying the controls, this allows players to spend more time appreciating the game quality which was quite
original. RLR Training Inc. provides two options for selecting dialogue choices: a point-click feature or keys to navigate a
player’s desired choice. These can be used interchangeably based upon user preference. As I played between my desk and my
couch I switched between the two and found the ability to choose was greatly appreciated.
As they advance, players will begin to feel like they are watching a movie rather than playing a video game due to the long cutscenes with human actors. Although some of the characters are somewhat stiff, their conversations and references to things such
as Facebook are relatable which creates a unique experience for the player.
There is no doubt RLR Training Inc. put ample thought into their dialogue choices. They are creative, explicit, and incredibly
outrageous. At some points I had to take a step back and question who in their right mind could conjure up such insane options.
However, I also appreciated the language and crude scenarios Super Seducer 2 placed their actors in. After all, without the
inclusion of vulgarity, it would not have had the same comedic effect.
Not only will players be astonished by the available dialogue choices, they will be left speechless by which options are deemed
acceptable. Even as someone who doesn’t typically drink, Super Seducer 2 makes me want to pull out some shot glasses and
invent a game with my friends as I question, “how the heck did I get through?” Some choices are so vulgar they will be sent to a
red room where they are conditioned to choose a better option, however, sometimes players find themselves “passing” to the
next scenario even when purposely selecting an outrageous choice. This is both a fault and a joy in the game because it made me
question whether men may take that advice and run with it.
I can joke all day but in reality, Super Seducer 2 actually does provide decent dating advice. Although players will select the
absurd choices for fun, the realistic explanations given to players are helpful for people who may not understand why certain
choices are correct. For hopeless folks, this satirical game might be helpful! But remember, when your friends ask, just say
you’re playing it for the cut-scenes.
Side note: only drink if you’re of age and do so responsibly!
Score: 8. Nice game, shame about the difficulty curve.. Awesome! They improved on the last game and added the features I
love and MORE! So many things to do and this just seems like one of those games where if you have free time you can just
waste the day away playing.. I love the direction this game is going. I love the gameplay. Thanks, Cant wait for more levels..
Entertaining game with a good dose of humor and the usual "Early access" bugs, nothing too bad. You know why? Cause the
developers of this game are truely working on this game to fix the annoying bugs as fast as possible.
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